In the past decades, communication networks have been extensively employed in many practical control systems, such as manufacturing plants, aircraft, and spacecraft to transmit information and control signals between the system components. When a control loop is closed via a serial communication channel, a networked control system (NCS) is formed. NCSs have become very popular for their great advantages over traditional systems (e.g., low cost, reduced weight, and power requirements, etc.). Generally, it has been implicitly assumed that the communication between the system components is perfect; that is, the signals transmitted from the plant always arrive at the filter or controller without any information loss. Unfortunately, such an assumption is not always true. For example, a common feature of the NCSs is the presence of significant network-induced delays and data losses across the networks. Therefore, an emerging research topic that has recently drawn much attention is how to cope with the effect of network-induced phenomena due to the unreliability of the network communication. This special issue aims at bringing together the latest approaches to understand, filter, and control for discrete-time systems under unreliable communication. Potential topics include but are not limited to (a) multiobjective filtering or control, (b) network-induced phenomena, (c) stability analysis, (d) robustness and fragility, and (e) applications in real-world discrete-time systems.
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We have solicited submissions to this special issue from control engineers, electrical engineers, computer scientists, and mathematicians. After a rigorous peer review process, 13 papers have been selected that provide overviews, solutions, or early promises to manage, analyze, and interpret dynamical behaviours of discrete-time systems. These papers have covered both the theoretical and practical aspects of discrete-time systems in the broad areas of dynamical systems, mathematics, statistics, computer science, and practical engineering.
This special issue starts with a survey paper on the recent advances of control and filtering for parametervarying systems via probability-dependent method. Specifically, in the paper entitled "A survey on gain-scheduled control and filtering for parameter-varying systems" by G. Wei et al., the focus is to provide a timely review on the recent advances developments on the gain-scheduled control and filtering problems for the parameter-varying systems. First of all, several important algorithms suitable for gainscheduling method are recalled including gain-scheduled proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control, 2 , ∞ , and mixed 2 / ∞ gain-scheduling methods as well as fuzzy gain-scheduling techniques. Then, various important parameter-varying system models are reviewed, for which gainscheduled control and filtering issues are usually dealt with. In particular, in view of the randomly occurring phenomena with time-varying probability distributions, some results of recent work based on the probability-dependent gainscheduling methods are also reviewed. Subsequently, some latest results in this area are summarized. Finally, conclusions are drawn and several potential future research directions are outlined.
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During the past decades, the problems of performance analysis of discrete-time systems have received considerable research interests. In the paper entitled "Fairness analysis for multiparty nonrepudiation protocols based on improved strand space" by L. Li et al., the problem of fairness analysis for multiparty nonrepudiation protocols is studied and a new formal analysis method based on improved strand space is firstly presented. Based on the strand space theory, the assumption of free encryption is extended in the new method. The formal definition of fairness in multiparty nonrepudiation protocols is given and the guideline to verify it based on improved strand space is presented. Finally, the fairness of multiparty nonrepudiation protocols is verified with an example of Kremer-Markowitz protocol. The global exponential stability analysis of discrete-time neural networks is discussed in "Global exponential stability of discrete-time neural networks with time-varying delays" by S. Udpin and P. Niamsup, and some global stability criteria of discrete-time neural networks with time-varying delays are proposed. New global stability condition for nonlinear difference equation is derived based on discrete type inequality. The nonlinear discrete systems considered are subject to time-varying delays and independent of delay time.
The design of various controllers has long been the main stream of research topics and much effort has been made for discrete-time systems. In the paper entitled "Adaptive state-feedback stabilization for stochastic nonholonomic mobile robots with unknown parameters" by W. Feng et al., the stabilizing problem of stochastic nonholonomic mobile robots with uncertain parameters is addressed and nonholonomic mobile robots with kinematic unknown parameters are extended to the stochastic case. Based on backstepping technique, adaptive state-feedback stabilizing controllers are designed. A switching control strategy for the original system is also presented. The proposed controllers guarantee the states of closed-loop system are asymptotically stabilized at the zero equilibrium point in probability. In the work entitled "Global output control for a class of inherently higherorder nonlinear time-delay systems based on homogeneous domination approach" by using the homogeneous domination approach, a homogeneous output feedback controller with an adjustable scaling gain is constructed. With the aid of a homogeneous Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional, scaling gain is adjusted to dominate the time-delay nonlinearities bounded by homogeneous growth conditions and render the closed-loop system globally asymptotically stable. In the paper entitled "Event-based control for average consensus of wireless sensor networks with stochastic communication noises" by C. Ji et al., average consensus problem for the wireless sensor networks (WSNs) with fixed and Markovian switching is investigated. Event-based protocol is applied to each sensor node to reach the consensus. An event triggering strategy is designed based on a Lyapunov function. Under the event trigger condition, some sufficient conditions for average consensus in mean square are obtained. Then some numerical simulations are given to illustrate the effectiveness of the results derived.
The past decades have witnessed a flurry of filter design and state estimation problem, which have found successful applications in a wide range of practical engineering domains. In the paper entitled " ∞ filtering of time-varying nonlinear systems with randomly occurring output degradation" by Z. Jia and Y. Sun, the ∞ filtering problem for nonlinear systems with randomly occurring output degradation phenomenon has been dealt. Such a phenomenon is described by a stochastic variable which obeys the Bernoulli distribution with probability known a prior. A sufficient condition is derived for the nonlinear system to reach the required ∞ performance. An iterative algorithm is then proposed to obtain the filter parameters recursively by solving the corresponding linear matrix inequality. An adaptive Kalman estimator is designed in "Adaptive Kalman estimation in target tracking mixed with random one-step delays, stochastic-bias measurements, and missing measurements" by S. Chen et al., whose objective is concerned with the estimation problem for linear discretetime stochastic systems with mixed uncertainties involving random one-step sensor delay, stochastic-bias measurements, and missing measurements. Three Bernoulli distributed random variables are employed to described the uncertainties. All the three uncertainties in the measurement have certain probability of occurrence in the target tracking system. And then, an adaptive Kalman estimation is proposed to deal with this problem. The adaptive filter gains can be obtained in terms of solutions to a set of recursive discretetime Riccati equations. The work entitled "Experimental and analytical studies on improved feedforward ML estimation based on LS-SVR" by X. Liu and H. Yu is concerned with the estimation problem. Maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm is the most common and effective parameter estimation method. However, when dealing with small sample and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), threshold effects are resulted and estimation performance degrades greatly. It is proved that support vector machine (SVM) is suitable for small sample. Furthermore, it is verified that, by taking single-tone sinusoidal frequency estimation, for example, and integrating data analysis and experimental validation, if LS-SVR's parameters are set appropriately, not only the LS-SVR-based data preprocessing can ensure the single-tone sinusoid and AWGN channel characteristics of original signals well, but also the frequency estimation performance improves.
Development of various algorithms related to communication networks and sensor networks is a supplement to control and filtering schemes. The article "A heuristic algorithm for solving triangle packing problem" by R. Wang et al. studies the triangle packing problem by a new kind of method, which has broad application prospects in material processing, network resource optimization, and so forth. Such concepts as angle region, corner-occupying action, corner-occupying strategy, and edge-conjoining strategy are presented in this paper. In addition, an algorithm of edge conjoining and corner occupying is designed, which is to obtain an approximate solution. The paper entitled "Research on the architecture of a basic reconfigurable information communication network" by R. Wang et al. provides the theory system for the basic reconfigurable information communication network based on the analysis of present problems on the Internet and summarizes the root of these problems. It also provides an in-depth discussion about the related technologies and the prime components of the architecture. The problem of distributed estimation fusion over peer-to-peer asynchronous sensor networks with random packet dropouts is concerned in "Distributed asynchronous fusion algorithm for sensor networks with packet losses" by T. Chu et al. A distributed asynchronous fusion algorithm is proposed via the covariance intersection method. First, local estimator is developed in an optimal batch fashion by constructing augmented measurement equations. Then the fusion estimator is designed to fuse local estimates in the neighborhood. Both local estimator and fusion estimator are developed by taking into account the random packet losses. The presented estimation method improves local estimates and reduces the estimate disagreement. Aim at the problems and insufficiency of dynamic integrity measurement method, a dynamic integrity measurement model based on Memory Paging Mechanism, is proposed in the paper entitled "Research on dynamic integrity measurement model based on memory paging mechanism" by C. Chang et al. The model takes memory pages of executable subjects as measurement objects. When the pages are scheduled into memory, the measurement points are inserted, the pages are measured, and their integrities are verified. The model is able to insure the integrity and trusty of each executable page and assure that the integrity of the whole executable subjects is not destroyed. To verify this model, XEN hypercall mechanism is used to acquire executable subjects' pages scheduled into memory, and the integrity measurement and verification codes are put into hypercall handler.
